
The new headquarters of IEE SA is located between high technology and nature  
on the Automotive Campus in Bissen, Luxembourg – a place where competition  
and cooperation go hand in hand. Here, amidst a wealth of greenery, a wide variety 
of companies from the automotive industry come together at the research centre  
in order to make use of synergies and develop innovative solutions for the mobility 
needs of tomorrow. In the spirit of this creative cooperation, an office and research 
complex was created that enables communication throughout, and in which  

RANDOM from ANKER plays a key role.

For over 30 years, IEE SA has been devel-
oping intelligent sensor systems for the 
automotive industry, ranging from airbag 
deployment units to seat belt reminders. 
The importance that the company places 
on people, nature and technology is re-
flected in the company‘s new building. 
A spacious, entrance hall flooded with 
light connects the H-shaped building’s 
wings, each of which houses offices or 
laboratory and test halls along its entire 
length. The central reception area serves 
as a lively traffic junction and zone for 
exchange, both within the building and 
outwards towards the campus.

The aim when designing the premises 
was to sensitively respond to the work 
needs of the building’s users. To this end, 
the building should both allow flexible 
organisation of work and at the same 
time offer a high level of comfort. To 
make this possible, the architects from 
BELVEDERE Architecture SA planned an 
open design for the office space, which 
allows around 400 employees to work 
alone or in groups. Generously designed 

corridors in front of the elevators and 
tea kitchens that can be used as infor-
mal workplaces also make it easier for 
people to get together.

Plants, panoramic windows in the confer- 
ence rooms and a colour scheme that 
reflects the diversity of nature create the 
appropriate atmosphere in which users 
can feel comfortable: a powerful green, 
harmoniously complemented by warm 
beige and brown tones. In addition to the 
capability for variable use of the approxi-
mately 5,000 m² of office space, wear-
resistant materials were also a require-
ment. Therefore, the tufted ANKER 
RANDOM carpet (colour 700) was used 
for the flooring, both guaranteeing the 
required durability and underscoring the 
colour scheme of the rooms in an excep-
tionally clever way.
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The aim when designing the premises was to sensitively 
respond to the work needs of the building’s users. 
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Powerful green, harmoniously complemented 
by warm beige and brown tones.
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Plants and panoramic windows create a feel-good 
atmosphere in the meeting rooms.
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RANDOM
underlines the colour concept of the rooms exceptionally smart.
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RANDOM (colour 700)  
Available as tiles (50 x 50 cm). 
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